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Bistability in cell signaling: How to make continuous processes
discontinuous, and reversible processes irreversible

James E. Ferrell, Jr.a) and Wen Xiong
Department of Molecular Pharmacology, Stanford University School of Medicine,
Stanford, California 94305-5174
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Xenopusoocyte maturation is an example of an all-or-none, irreversible cell fate induction process.
In response to a submaximal concentration of the steroid hormone progesterone, a given oocyte may
either mature or not mature, but it can exist in intermediate states only transiently. Moreover, once
an oocyte has matured, it will remain arrested in the mature state even after the progesterone is
removed. It has been hypothesized that the all-or-none character of oocyte maturation, and some
aspects of the irreversibility of maturation, arise out of the bistability of the signal transduction
system that triggers maturation. The bistability, in turn, is hypothesized to arise from the way the
signal transducers are organized into a signaling circuit that includes positive feedback~which
makes it so that the system cannot rest in intermediate states! and ultrasensitivity~which filters small
stimuli out of the feedback loop, allowing the system to have a stable off-state!. Here we review two
simple graphical methods that are commonly used to analyze bistable systems, discuss the
experimental evidence for bistability in oocyte maturation, and suggest that bistability may be a
common means of producing all-or-none responses and a type of biochemical memory. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1349894#
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One of the key questions of the postgenomic era is how
the biological behavior of cells emerges out of the orga
nization of regulatory proteins into cascades and net-
works. Here we examine one type of signaling circuit that
can be used by cells to convert continuous stimuli into
discrete responses, and can be used to ‘‘remember’’ a
stimulus long after the stimulus has been withdrawn; in
other words, the circuit exhibits bistability and hyster-
esis. We have hypothesized that a bistable circuit consist
ing of the Mos, MEK-1, and p42 MAP kinase proteins is
responsible for the all-or-none character ofXenopusoo-
cyte maturation, an interesting example of a cell fate in-
duction process that is amenable to a variety of powerful
experimental approaches. Here we review what is re-
quired to produce a satisfactory bistable signaling circuit,
using two simple graphical methods, and review the ex-
perimental evidence for bistability in oocyte maturation
and other important examples of switch-like biological
processes. Our hope is to introduce biologists to the con
ceptual basis of bistability, and to introduce nonlinear
scientists to a biological process where bistability appears
to be of critical importance.

I. INTRODUCTION

It has been hypothesized that bistability is at the hear
important cellular processes like differentiation and c
cycle progression.1–6 The purpose of this article is to exam
ine the basic requirements for a functional bistable cell s
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naling system. Our laboratory’s interest in bistability, and
the properties of signaling networks in general, have been
outgrowth of our experimental work onXenopusoocyte
maturation. Maturation is a process of interest to reprod
tive biologists, because of its importance for understand
fertility and contraception, to developmental biologists b
cause it is an interesting example of cell fate induction, a
to cell biologists because of its historical importance in t
discovery of cell cycle regulators. However, for the purpos
of this review, its main value is that it is a process where i
unusually easy to examine and manipulate the quantita
behavior of signal transduction networks, and to learn l
sons about the emergent properties of those networks
might apply to other less tractable systems.

Here we will begin with a brief introduction toXenopus
oocyte maturation, and with why it has been hypothesiz
that the all-or-none character of maturation and, perhaps
irreversibility of maturation arise out of the bistability of th
system of signaling proteins that mediates maturation. M
detailed information on the biology and biochemistry of o
cyte maturation can be found elsewhere.7–10 Then we will
introduce two graphical methods that are commonly used
examining the properties of bistable systems. Finally,
will review the experimental evidence for bistability inXe-
nopusoocyte maturation and several other important all-
none biological processes.

A. Xenopus oocyte maturation

Like many cell fate decisions,Xenopusoocyte matura-
tion is an all-or-none process. This is apparent in exp
ments where oocytes are incubated with submaximal con
trations of the maturation-inducing stimulus, the stero
hormone progesterone. Some of the oocytes undergo m
50
u
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ration and arrest in metaphase of meiosis II; others fai
undergo maturation and remain arrested in a G2-like st
However, none of the oocytes arrest in an intermediate s
An oocyte either matures or it does not mature, but un
normal conditions it does not mature halfway.

In addition, oocyte maturation is essentially irreversib
The irreversible nature of maturation is apparent from
periments where oocytes are incubated transiently w
progesterone. Brief exposure to progesterone will not ca
oocytes to mature. However, after 1–2 h of incubation w
progesterone, most oocytes pass a point-of-no-return.
yond this point, the oocyte is committed to finishing matu
tion.

Likewise, if you were to incubate an oocyte with a su
threshold dose of progesterone~say, 1 nM!, the oocyte would
not mature no matter how long you waited. If you raised
progesterone concentration above the threshold~to, say, 100
nM!, the oocyte would mature. But if you then lowered t
progesterone concentration to 1 nM, the oocyte would
‘‘demature’’ no matter how long you waited. Thus, you g
different stimulus/response curves when you increase
decrease the progesterone concentration. The oocyte exh
hysteresis in its response to progesterone.

There are a number of special, idiosyncratic aspects
Xenopusoocyte maturation that distinguish it from other ce
fate determination processes. For example, some of
events of maturation can take place in the absence of g
transcription, whereas in many other cases cell fate dete
nation depends upon the expression of new sets of genes
in these two basic aspects—the all-or-none character and
irreversibility of the process—oocyte maturation is an ab
lutely typical example of cell fate induction.

B. The MAP kinase cascade and Cdc2-cyclin B

Xenopusoocyte maturation is mediated by a speci
group of protein kinases, as shown schematically in F
1~a!. Progesterone brings about the activation of the M
MEK-1/p42 MAP kinase~MAPK! cascade, which in turn
promotes the activation of the M-phase trigger Cdc2-cyc
B. Activation of both p42 MAPK and Cdc2-cyclin B is re
quired for normal maturation.

At the level of the individual Cdk-cyclin complex, Cdc
probably acts like a nearly perfect molecular switch. This
known to be the case for the biochemically similar Cdk
cyclin A complex—the inactive Cdk2 monomer is approx
mately 3 000 000 000-fold lower in activity than the ful
active Cdk2-cyclin A complex in its maximum activity sta
~Thr 160 phosphorylated; Thr 14 and Tyr 1
dephosphorylated!.11,12 When a Cdc2 molecule is off, it is
really off, and when it is on, it is really on. But an oocy
contains 0.5– 131010 Cdc2-cyclin B complexes.13,14 Thus,
in principle, the oocyte could adopt any of an almost unli
ited number of nearly continuously variable Cdc2 activ
states. The same is true for p42 MAPK—there are appro
mately 1011 MAPK molecules in a single oocyte.15

Moreover, at the level of the individual Cdc2 molecu
or p42 MAPK molecule, the activation process is reversib
For example, the activity of p42 MAPK is determined by t
ownloaded 27 Mar 2006 to 193.145.37.229. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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balance between a MAPK-activating kinase~MEK-1! and
one or more MAPK-inactivating phosphatases. Even
M-phase-arrested mature oocytes, where nearly all of an
cyte’s p42 MAPK molecules are active, the phosphates
still turning over about once every 5 min,16 and, conse-
quently, turning off MEK-1 allows the p42 MAPK to rapidly
return to its inactive state.

C. Continuous, reversible signal transducers and a
discontinuous, irreversible biological response

Somehow the oocyte takes a continuously graded sti
lus ~the progesterone!, transduces it through nearly continu
ously variable signaling proteins~the MAP kinase cascad
and Cdc2-cyclin B!, and produces an all-or-none biologic
response. And somehow it takes a reversible stimulus, tr
duces it through reversible signaling proteins, and turn
into an irreversible biological response. The all-or-no
character of oocyte maturation, the existence of a point
no-return, and the ultimate irreversibility of the cell fa
choice are all typical of cell fate determination processes.
how does the all-or-none, irreversible character of these p
cesses arise?

The prevailing hypothesis is that both the all-or-no
character of oocyte maturation and the irreversibility of it a
not properties of the individual signaling proteins, but i
stead emerge out of the organization of these proteins in
particular type of signal transducing circuit. Both the MA
kinase cascade and Cdc2-cyclin B are embedded in pos
feedback loops@Fig. 1~b!#—MAP kinase promotes the accu
mulation of its upstream activator Mos, and Cdc2-cyclin
promotes both the activation of its upstream activator Cd
and the inactivation of its inhibitors Wee1 and Myt1. Signa
ing circuits that include strong positive feedback can, un

FIG. 1. Schematic view ofXenopusoocyte maturation. Oocytes begin in
stable G2-arrest state. The maturation-inducing agent progesterone b
about the activation of the MAP kinase cascade enzymes Mos, MEK-1,
p42 MAPK. The cascade promotes the activation of Cdc2-cyclin B co
plexes. Active Cdc2-cyclin B causes the oocyte to leave its G2-arrest s
enter meiosis I, and then arrest in metaphase of meiosis II.~a! Simple linear
depiction of the signal transduction system that regulates maturation.~b! A
more realistic depiction, including the positive feedback loops that are
pothesized to be critical for producing the all-or-none character of ooc
maturation.
cense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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some circumstances, switch between discrete states, wit
termediate states possible only transiently. Such system
termed bistable, because they possess two possible s
steady state outputs for single values of the input stimu
Bistable systems can exhibit biochemical hysteresis, wh
in limiting cases, can be manifested as irreversibility.

Here we will show how all-or-none responses and ir
versibility can arise out of signal systems with strong po
tive feedback. We will present two commonly-used grap
cal methods for depicting the steady-state responses of t
signaling systems, the rate balance plot and the steady
balance plot.3,17–19These graphical methods make it easy
see why positive feedback alone does not guarante
bistable response, and under what circumstances a bis
system might be converted into monostable one experim
tally. Finally, we will review the experimental work suppor
ing the hypothesis that the all-or-none character ofXenopus
oocyte maturation depends upon a bistable signaling tr
duction system, and speculate about other signal transdu
systems where the same sort of signaling circuitry is likely
be important for producing discontinuous, irreversible b
logical responses. First, though, we will begin with a br
examination of how signaling systems that do not inclu
feedback usually behave.

II. A SIMPLE SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION SYSTEM
WITHOUT FEEDBACK

As an example of the simplest type of signaling syste
we will consider a monocyclic cascade. A signaling prote
A is converted to an activated formA* by a process cata
lyzed by a stimulus enzymeS,

A�
k21I

k1S

A* . ~1!

The stimulusS could be, for example, a protein kinase, a
the conversion ofA to A* could be phosphorylation.A* can
be converted back toA through an inactivating enzymeI; if
S is a protein kinase,I would be a phosphoprotein pho
phatase.

A. Algebraic derivation of the stimulus-response
relationship

We can derive a formula for the steady state level ofA*
as a function ofS. Assume initially that the enzymesSandI
are far from saturation, so that the rate of the forward re
tion is simply,

dA*

dt
5k1S@A#5k1S@Atot#2k1S@A* #, ~2!

whereAtot5A1A* . The rate of the back reaction is

dA

dt
5k21I @A* #. ~3!

At steady state, the rate of the forward reaction equals
rate of the back reaction,

k1S@Atot#2k1S@A* #5k21I @A* #, ~4!
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@A* #

@Atot#
5

S

k21I /k11S
. ~5!

This equation is identical in form to the Michaelis–Mente
equation, and so this type of response is often terme
Michaelian response. A Michaelian stimulus-response cu
is shown in Fig. 2~d!. The concentration of activeA* in-
creases linearly withSwhenS is small. AsS increases, each
increment ofS produces a smaller and smaller increment
A* . WhenS is very large,@A* #5@Atot#; all of the A is ac-
tive. WhenS5k21I /k1 ,@A* #/@Atot#50.5. Thusk21I /k1 is
the EC50—the concentration or activity ofS required to pro-
duce a 50% maximal response, and Eq.~5! can be rewritten
as

@A* #

@Atot#
5

S

EC501S
. ~6!

Note that we havenot assumed thatS or I are saturable;
enzyme saturation is not the reason that the initially lin
response begins to level off. The response levels off beca

FIG. 2. Steady state responses of a simple Michaelian monocyclic cas
~a! Schematic depiction of the cascade.~b! Rate balance plot. The forward
reaction rate is indicated by the solid line; the back reaction rate by
dashed line. Where the two lines intersect, the system is in a stable st
state.~c! Rate balance plot showing forward reaction rate curves for
levels of stimulus.~d! Stimulus-response curve. The intersection points fro
panel~c! were plotted as a function of the stimulus. The result is the fami
Michaelian hyperbolic stimulus-response curve.
cense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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the largerSgets, the less inactiveA there is for the kinase to
act on, and the moreA* there is for the phosphatase to a
on.

B. The rate balance plot

The algebraic derivation of the stimulus-response re
tionship for a Michaelian system@Eq. ~6!# is not difficult.
However, for more complicated systems the algebra is so
times cumbersome. In these cases, a simple graphica
proach, termed the rate balance plot, can often yield the s
information much more easily.17–19 This plot is similar in
spirit to the familiar supply/demand plot used b
economists—they plot curves for the supply and the dem
of a commodity as a function of price, and at the price wh
the curves cross, supply equals demand and the market
equilibrium. Here we will plot the forward rate and the ba
rate for the reactions shown in Fig. 2~a! as a function of
@A* #; at the value of@A* # where the curves cross, the sy
tem is in steady-state.

Consider how the rate of the forward reaction var
with @A* # @Fig. 2~b!, solid line#. When@A* #50, all of theA
is nonphosphorylated (@A#5@Atot#) and the rate of the for-
ward ~kinase! reaction is maximal. When @A* #
5@Atot#, @A#50 and the rate of the forward reaction is zer
In between, the rate of the forward reaction increases line
with @A# and decreases linearly with@A* #. The amount or
activity of S determines the steepness of the line.

Now consider how the rate of the back reaction var
with @A* # @Fig. 2~b!, dashed line#. When@A* #50, the rate
of the back reaction is zero~there is no phosphorylatedA for
the phosphatase to work on!; when @A* #5@Atot# the rate of
the back reaction is maximal. In between, the rate of the b
reaction increases linearly with@A* # and decreases linearl
with @A#. The amount or activity ofI determines the steep
ness of the line.

The system is in steady state when the rate of the
ward reaction equals the rate of the back reaction. For
choices ofk1S ~the negative slope of the forward reactio
line! andk21I ~the slope of the back reaction line! shown in
Fig. 2~b!, the system is in steady state when about 58%
Atot is phosphorylated.

Now to extract a stimulus-response curve from the r
balance plot, consider how the steady state level of@A* #
would vary asS is varied. As shown in Fig. 2~c!, as S in-
creases, the slope of the forward rate line becomes ste
and the intersection point between the forward and back
action rate lines occurs at higher values of@A* #. If we plot
the steady state level of@A* # as a function ofS, we get the
familiar hyperbolic shape of a Michaelian stimulus-respon
curve @Fig. 2~d!#.

C. Stability in a Michaelian system

Suppose that the system starts out in a steady state
that it is then perturbed by the addition of a little extraA*
~without changing the amounts or activities ofS and I!. The
system has been shifted to the right of the steady state
this concentration of@A* #, the back reaction rate will be
higher than it was at steady state, and the forward reac
ownloaded 27 Mar 2006 to 193.145.37.229. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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rate will be lower@Fig. 2~b!#. Thus there will be an excess o
dephosphorylation over phosphorylation, and@A* # will de-
crease until the system is returned to the same steady st
was in before it was perturbed. Likewise, if@A* # is de-
creased, the forward reaction rate will increase, the back
action rate will decrease, and again the system will return
the same steady state it was in previously. Thus the ste
state in this Michaelian system is stable; perturbations fr
the steady state set up forces that restore the system to
steady state. Since there is only one steady state for a g
choice ofk1S and k21I—the reaction rate lines intersect
only one point—the system is termedmonostable.

III. ADDING LINEAR POSITIVE FEEDBACK

Now add to the system a positive feedback loop—
example, imagine thatA cannot only be phosphorylated byS,
but also be autophosphorylated in trans byA* ,20 or, alterna-
tively, that A* can increase the activity ofS @Fig. 3~a!#.

FIG. 3. Steady state responses of a simple system with linear feedbac~a!
Schematic depiction of the system.~b! Forward reaction rate. The tota
forward reaction rate~thick line! has two components: one due directly
the stimulus~no feedback! and the other due to the linear feedback~feed-
back alone!. ~c! Rate balance plot. The forward reaction curve assumes
the stimulus level is zero. The forward reaction and back reaction cu
intersect at two points, meaning there are two possible steady states
lower steady state is unstable, because any perturbation of the system
that steady state would drive the system to the~stable! on-state.~d! Rate
balance plot. If the feedback is weak, the off-state can be stable, but in
case the on-state collapses down to the off-state.
cense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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There are now two components to the forward reaction r
a basal reaction ratek1S @Fig. 3~b!, thin line# and a feedback
component@Fig. 3~b!, thin curve#. Initially let us assume tha
the feedback increases linearly withA* , so that the rate of
the feedback phosphorylation is proportional to@A* # and
@A#. The total forward reaction rate is

d@A* #

dt
5basal rate1feedback rate

5k1S@A#1k2@A* #@A# ~7!

5~k1S1k2@A* # !~@Atot#2@A* # !. ~8!

The basal rate of the forward reaction still decreases mo
tonically as @A* # increases, but the feedback rate initia
increases with@A* # @Fig. 3~b!, thin curves#. The total for-
ward reaction rate curve is a skewed, inverted parabola@Fig.
3~b!, thick curve#.

The steady state behavior of this system can be infe
from the rate balance plot@Figs. 3~c! and 3~d!#. Let us ini-
tially assume that the feedback is strong relative to the ph
phatase reaction,k2@Atot#.k21I , and that the basal reactio
rate is zero@Fig. 3~c!#. The system now has two possib
steady states rather than one. It has an off-state where@A* #
is zero, and an on-state where@A* #/@Atot# is approximately
0.92. However, ifS has any activity at all in the absence
@A* #, the off-state will disappear, and we are back to a s
tem with only one steady state. And even if the basal activ
of S is zero, the off-state will be unstable. Adding even o
molecule ofA* will push the system out of balance with th
forward reaction rate faster than the back reaction rate, wh
will cause moreA* to accumulate, which makes the forwa
reaction rate even faster than the back reaction rate, an
on, until ultimately the system arrives in the on-state.

This instability can be avoided by making the positi
feedback weaker:k2@Atot#,k1I @Fig. 3~d!#. However, now
the on-state has disappeared, so we are left again wi
system with only one steady state. Clearly, feedback al
does not turn a signaling system into a satisfactory bioche
cal switch.

IV. MAKING THE OFF-STATE STABLE

There are two easy ways to modify the system to allow
to have both a stable off-state and a stable on-state. The
is to have the strength of the feedback increase more
linearly with @A* #. This is equivalent to supposing that th
feedback is not mediated by a simple linear~or Michaelian!
process, but by a cooperative or ultrasensitive system of
nal transducers. The second is to have the back reaction
come saturated with@A* # before the feedback does. Both
these mechanisms essentially allow the system to filter
the first increments of stimulus that impinge upon the po
tive feedback loop. We will examine these two mechanis
by means of rate balance plots.

A. Nonlinear „ultrasensitive … feedback

There are at least three basic classes of mechanisms
can make the feedback be a sigmoidal function of@A* #.
ownloaded 27 Mar 2006 to 193.145.37.229. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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These mechanisms have been discussed in d
elsewhere;15,21,22we will review them briefly here.

The first class of mechanism is exemplified by positi
cooperativity. Suppose that it takesn molecules ofA* to
activateS. Then the feedback will initially be proportional t
@A* #n rather than to@A* #. There are other ways of makin
A* feed into the activation ofS more than once that do no
strictly speaking, satisfy the classical definition of cooper
ivity. For example,A* could both stimulate an activator ofS
and inhibit an inactivator ofS, a phenomenon termed recip
rocal regulation. The term ‘‘multistep ultrasensitivity’’ ha
been proposed to encompass all of these sorts
mechanisms.15,22

The second way of producing a sigmoidal response
zero-order ultrasensitivity.23 The basic idea is that if the
phosphatase is operating near saturation, then as@A* # rises,
successive increments ofS will become increasingly effec-
tive in making@A* # increase further.

The third way of producing a sigmoidal response
probably the easiest to envision. If there is a low abundan
high affinity stoichiometric~noncatalytic! inhibitor of S, then
S will become more effective at causing increases in@A* #
once the stoichiometric inhibitor is saturated. This mec
nism has been termed inhibitor ultrasensitivity.15,24

All of these mechanisms for generating ultrasensitiv
have the potential to endow a feedback system with a st
off-state. We will use rate balance plots to show why this
the case. Suppose that the feedback is a sigmoidal func
of @A* #, rather than a linear function of@A* # @Fig. 4~a!#. For
simplicity, we will also suppose that the stimulus is low a
the basal activity of the kinase is low, so the ‘‘no feedbac
contribution to the total forward reaction rate@Fig. 4~b!# is
negligible @Fig. 4~c!#. The sigmoidal shape of the feedbac
curve has made it possible for there to be two stable ste
states—an on-state and an off-state—with a discrete thr
old in between@Fig. 4~c!#. If the system is anywhere to th
left of the threshold, it will settle into the off-state; if it is
anywhere to the right of the threshold, it will settle into th
on-state. The threshold itself is an unstable steady state, s
the forward and back rates are equal at this value
@A* #/@Atot#, but any perturbation will send this system eith
up to the on-state or down to the off-state.

Note that the bistable system we have constructed
bistable only for a limited range of kinetic parameters. If t
basal activity of the kinase is too high, the system will ha
only an on-state. Likewise if the activity of the phosphata
is too low. If the activity of the phosphatase is too high, t
system will have only an off-state. A system is bistable on
when the forward and back reactions are properly balanc

B. Back reaction saturation

A second way to make the off-state stable is to have
back reaction become saturated as more and more@A* #
accumulates.20 We can show this with rate balance plot
and, again, for simplicity we are supposing that the stimu
level and the basal activity of the kinase are low. If the ba
reaction is saturable, then we can have the back reaction
rise more steeply than the feedback as@A* # is initially in-
cense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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creased, but then level off due to saturation and be overc
by the feedback@Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!#. The back reaction can
more than keep up with the first increments of feedback,
then is overwhelmed as the feedback continues to rise.

These two ways of endowing the off-state wi
stability—ultrasensitivity in the feedback loop and ba
reaction-saturation—are not mutually exclusive. Other thin
being equal, having both of these mechanisms operating

FIG. 4. Steady state responses of a simple system with ultrasensitive~sig-
moidal! feedback.~a! Schematic depiction of the system.~b! Forward reac-
tion rate. The total forward reaction rate~thick line! has two components
one due directly to the stimulus~no feedback! and the other due to the linea
feedback~feedback alone!. ~c! Rate balance plot. The shark-fin-shaped fo
ward reaction rate curve can intersect the back reaction rate curve at
points. The lowest point corresponds to a stable off-state. The highest
corresponds to a stable on-state. The middle point is an unstable thres

FIG. 5. Steady state responses of a simple system with a back rea
operating near saturation.~a! Schematic depiction of the system.~b! Rate
balance plot. The forward and back reaction rate curves can intersect at
points, corresponding to a stable off-state, an unstable threshold, a
stable on-state.
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gether will produce a more robust, decisive, and comp
bistable switch than either mechanism alone would.

V. BISTABILITY WITHOUT POSITIVE FEEDBACK

Bistability can also arise in systems that do not poss
positive feedback. For example, suppose thatA* negatively
regulates the phosphatase that dephosphorylates it. Th
sulting circuit is a ‘‘double-negative’’ feedback loop. Lik
the positive feedback system described above, this dou
negative system may be able to switch between two disc
states: one withA phosphorylated and theA* phosphatase
inhibited, and one withA dephosphorylated and theA* phos-
phatase disinhibited. One example of a biologically imp
tant double-negative system is the Notch/Delta syste
where Notch and Delta mutually antagonize each other’s
pression in pairs of neighboring cells.25

The common feature of the double-negative circuit a
the positive feedback circuit is that both possess a ‘‘vicio
cycle’’ type of logic—the moreA* there is, the fasterA gets
phosphorylated~the positive feedback case! or the slowerA*
gets dephosphorylated~the double-negative feedback case!.
Other variations on positive and negative feedback that
give rise to bistability are discussed elsewhere.17,26,27

VI. SWITCHING FROM THE OFF-STATE TO THE
ON-STATE

A. Getting over the threshold

So far we have constructed a bistable system two w
@Figs. 4~a! and 5~b!#, and in both cases we have ignored a
contribution from the basal activity of the kinase, or fro
any feedback-independent stimulus that could promote
forward reaction. We have produced systems that can re
in either a stable off-state or a stable on-state, but we h
not provided a mechanism for the systems to make a tra
tion from one state to the other. One way of flipping t
switch to send the system from the off-state to the on-stat
to continuously increase the feedback-independent stimu
The bistable system then converts this continuous chang
the activity of an enzyme~the stimulus! into a discontinuous
change in the steady state output of the system~the concen-
tration of A* !.

This is shown in a rate balance plot in Fig. 6~a!, which
starts with the bistable system described in Fig. 4~ultrasen-
sitive feedback, no saturation of the back reaction!. How-
ever, instead of showing a single curve for the forward re
tion rate as a function of@A* #/@Atot#, we now show a family
of seven such curves, each corresponding to a different l
of the continuously variable stimulus. The lowest of t
seven curves corresponds to the case of no stimulus;
other curves correspond to six successive increments
stimulus.

Suppose that the stimulus is initially zero, and the s
tem is starting out in the off-state, with the steady state c
centration of @A* # being zero. There is an on-state to
where @A* #/@Atot# would be approximately 0.72, but i
would take a mighty perturbation to drive the system out
the off-state, past the threshold~at @A* #/@Atot#'0.28), and
into the territory of the on-state.
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Now add one increment of stimulus to the system. T
stimulus provides an additional component to the total f
ward reaction rate, skewing the curve upward@Fig. 6~a!#.
Now the off-state has shifted upward slightly,
@A* #/@Atot#'0.06, and the threshold has shifted dow
slightly, to @A* #/@Atot#'0.26. The off-state and thresho
are beginning to approach each other.

Add one more increment of stimulus to the system. T
total forward reaction rate curve skews upward a little fart
@Fig. 6~a!#. The off-state shifts to@A* #/@Atot#'0.12, and the
threshold shifts down a little further to@A* #/@Atot#'0.23.
With one more increment of stimulus, the off-state and
threshold have become about equal at@A* #/@Atot#'0.19.
The total forward reaction curve and the back reaction l
are barely touching at this value of@A* #/@Atot#. If the stimu-
lus is increased any further, the off-state and the threshol
longer exist. There is now only a single possible steady s
for the system, the on-state. The system leaves the off-s
and aims for the on-state. Initially the driving force for th
transition will be very small; the difference between the fo

FIG. 6. Graphical derivation of the stimulus-response curve for the sys
depicted in Fig. 4~a!. ~a! Rate balance plot. The total forward reaction ra
curves represent seven levels of stimulus. For low levels of stimulus, the
an off-state, an on-state, and a threshold. As the stimulus increases
off-state shifts up toward the threshold and the threshold shifts down
wards the off-state. Eventually the off-state and threshold disappear an
system has only an on-state.~b! Stimulus-response curve. The intersecti
points from panel~a! are plotted as a function of stimulus. When the stim
lus is increased, the system can switch from the off-state to the on-s
However, when the stimulus is decreased back to zero, the system rem
stuck in the on-state.
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ward reaction rate and back reaction rate will be small.
the stimulus increases further, the driving force for the tra
sition to the on-state becomes higher.

B. Switching implies hysteresis

So far, by increasing the stimulus we have gotten
system out of the off-state and into the on-state. What h
pens if we now lower the stimulus back down? Once
stimulus is lowered to three units, the off-state will reappe
But there will be no driving force for the system to leave t
on-state and make the transition back to the off-state.
on-state is stable, and the system is stuck in it. Thus,
stimulus-response curve you get when the stimulus is ris
is not the same as the one you get when the stimulu
falling @Fig. 6~b!#; the system exhibits hysteresis.26–28 For
the example shown here, the hysteresis is so substantial
the transition from the off-state to the on-state is irreversib

The potential significance of hysteresis in biologic
switching is twofold. First, it decreases the likelihood tha
system will repeatedly switch back and forth between t
states~a possibility termed ‘‘chattering’’ by Thron17! when
the stimulus that drives the switching is hovering near
threshold value. Second, it is a potential mechanism fo
type of biochemical memory. Unless something happen
fundamentally change~e.g., break! the positive feedback
loop, a system like those shown in Figs. 4 and 6 can rem
on indefinitely. A bistable signaling system could be t
mechanism through which cells ‘‘remember’’ that they a
differentiated long after the differentiation stimulus has be
withdrawn, and even long after all of the protein molecu
that make up the feedback loop have been replaced by
protein molecules.

VII. THE STEADY STATE BALANCE PLOT

Another commonly used way of representing bista
systems is the steady state balance plot. This type of plo
particularly useful when one can identify two key enzym
in a feedback system that mutually activate each other~A*
promotes the activation ofB, and B* in turn promotes the
activation ofA; a positive feedback system! or mutually in-
activate each other~A* promotes the inhibition ofB* , and
B* in turn promotes the inhibition ofA* ; a double-negative
feedback system!. Here we will consider the positive feed
back system@Fig. 7~a!#.

For the moment we will ignore the feedback reactio
and consider only the direct activation ofB by A* @desig-
nated ‘‘1’’ in Fig. 7~a!#. The steady state response ofB* to
A* will be described by a stimulus-response curve of so
shape; here we have assumed it is a Michaelian curve@Fig.
7~b!#. For the whole system to be in steady state,@B* # must
be unchanging with respect to time. The curve shown in F
7~b! constitutes the only pairings of@A* #/@Atot# and
@B* #/@Btot# where this can be true.

Now we will consider only the feedback reactions@des-
ignated ‘‘2’’ in Fig. 7~a!#. In these reactions, the steady sta
level of @A* #/@Atot# is a function of@B* #. Again, some sort
of stimulus-response curve will describe the dependenc
@A* #/@Atot# upon @B* #/@Btot#; here we have assumed th
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this stimulus-response cure is sigmoidal@Fig. 7~c!#. The
points on this curve represent the only pairings
@A* #/@Atot# and@B* #/@Btot#, where@A* # can be unchanging
with respect to time.

Finally, we can plotA* as a function ofB* andB* as a
function of A* on the same set of axes@Fig. 7~d!#. Only
points that lie on both curves—the three points
intersection—can represent a system where neither@A* # nor
@B* # is changing with respect to time. These three inters
tion points correspond to the off-state, threshold, and
state.

VIII. BISTABILITY IN OOCYTE MATURATION

The all-or-none character of oocyte maturation sugge
that a bistable signaling system may mediate the proces
support of this idea, both of the key protein kinases involv
in oocyte maturation—MAPK and Cdc2—are embedded
positive feedback loops. Not only does Mos bring about
tivation of p42 MAPK, but activation of p42 MAPK brings
about accumulation of Mos, even in the absence
progesterone.29–32 Two factors appear to contribute to p4
MAPK-dependent Mos accumulation. First, Mos mRN
polyadenylation and protein synthesis is stimulated by p
MAPK;32 second, Mos stability is increased by p42 MAP
possibly through the phosphorylation of Ser 3.29,31Likewise,
multiple factors contribute to positive feedback in the activ
tion of Cdc2. Cdc2 activation stimulates the polyadenylat
of the cyclin B1 mRNA and translation of the cyclin B
message.32 Moreover, Cdc2 can bring about the inactivatio
of Myt1,33,34 the main Cdc2-inhibitory kinase present in m
turing oocytes@Wee1 is not present until late in meiosis

FIG. 7. Steady state balance plots for a system with ultrasensitive pos
feedback.~a! Schematic depiction of the system.~b! Assumed Michaelian
steady state response ofB* to A* . ~c! Assumed ultrasensitive steady sta
response ofA* to B* . Note that we have flipped thex- and y-axes from
what would be customary for depictingA* as a function ofB* . ~d! Steady
state balance plot. The curves from~b! and ~c! are plotted together. Where
the two curves intersect, the system is in steady state. There are three
section points, corresponding to an off-state, a threshold, and an on-st
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~Ref. 35!#, and activation of Cdc25C,36,37 the dual-specificity
phosphatase that reverses the effects of Myt1 and activ
Cdc2.

In addition, the response of p42 MAPK to Mos in oocy
extracts is known to be highly ultrasensitive—equivalent
the response of a cooperative enzyme with a Hill coeffici
of about 5.38 Thus the MAPK cascade has a mechanism
endowing a positive feedback loop with a stable off-state
is not known whether the feedback loop in the Cdc2 syst
is ultrasensitive as well, but many of the factors that c
generate ultrasensitivity, such as multistep phosphoryla
reactions and stoichiometric inhibitors, are present in Cd
regulation.

So the potential is there for bistability. The question
does this bistability really occur? Eric Machleder and I a
dressed this question by incubating oocytes with submaxi
concentrations of progesterone, letting the oocytes come
new steady state, and then measuring the level of p42 MA
phosphorylation~a surrogate for p42 MAPK activation! in
each oocyte.39 We found that the oocytes either activate
essentially all of their p42 MAPK~p42 MAPK phosphoryla-
tion .90% maximal! or essentially none of it~,10% maxi-
mal phosphorylation!. None of the oocytes~out of 209 ex-
amined! showed an intermediate level of p42 MAP
phosphorylation. These findings established that p42 MA
responds to progesterone in an all-or-none manner.

The all-or-none character of maturation could ar
within the MAPK cascade, or it could arise upstream of t
cascade and merely be propagated by the cascade. To
these possibilities we microinjected oocytes with differe
concentrations of Mos protein, which activates the MAP
cascade directly without activating the most upstream e
ments of the progesterone signaling pathway, and meas
their p42 MAPK responses. Once again, the oocytes
sponded in an all-or-none fashion, indicating that the MAP
cascade can generate, not simply propagate, an all-or-n
response.39

Finally, we examined whether manipulations that sho
block the positive feedback loop would convert the all-o
none MAPK response into a more graded one. We bloc
protein synthesis with cycloheximide, which preven
MAPK from inducing Mos accumulation, and then examin
the response of p42 MAPK to microinjected Mos prote
We found that many oocytes now had intermediate ste
state levels of p42 MAPK activation. Abolishing positiv
feedback abolished the all-or-none character of the
MAPK response.39

All of these observations support the idea that p
MAPK exhibits bistable responses, and it seems plaus
that the all-or-none character of p42 MAPK biochemis
contributes to the all-or-none character of oocyte maturat

IX. OTHER EXAMPLES OF BISTABILITY IN BIOLOGY

The lysis-lysogeny transition in phage-infectedE. coli is
another bistable switch, where feedback is provided by
lambda repressor and filtering is~probably! provided by a
dimerization requirement and cooperativity.40 Muscle differ-
entiation constitutes another important example; transc
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tional regulators that can induce muscle differentiation h
been shown to induce their own transcription.41 The natures
of the proteins involved and the time scales of the respon
are quite different, but in all cases the all-or-none switch
are thought to be built out of the same basic ingredient
positive feedback plus ultrasensitivity.

In addition, bistable switches can be coupled to slow
negative feedback loops to produce biological oscillato
One example is the action potential in electrically excita
cells. Positive feedback is provided by the voltage-depend
sodium channel and filtering is provided by the nonlinear
of the channel’s initial response, producing an all-or-no
firing.42 However, in this case, the on-state is transitory,
permanent; the sodium channel auto-inactivates, breaking
feedback, and resetting the system to its initial off-state
second example is the cyclin-dependent protein kina
~Cdks!, which drive cell cycle transitions. As described b
Tyson elsewhere in this issue,43 this system appears to b
built out of bistable switches, which allow for sharp tran
tions between one phase of the cell cycle and the n
coupled to slower negative feedback mechanisms, wh
keep the cell cycle from getting stuck in an on state. T
positive feedback is provided by the action of the Cdks
their upstream activators, filtering is probably provided b
number of different mechanisms, and negative feedbac
provided by the Cdk-triggered destruction of their activati
cyclin subunits.

In a very satisfying test of these principles, seve
groups have now constructed artificial bistable44,45 or
oscillatory46 systems by expressing circuits of regulato
proteins inE. coli and S. cerevisiae. These studies are im
portant both from a biotechnology perspective and from
more basic one as well—studies of this sort have the po
tial to inform our understanding of why nature has or has
made certain choices in the design of signaling circuits.

X. SUMMARY

We have shown that signaling systems that inclu
strong positive feedback have the potential to exhibit bis
bility; to convert continuous stimuli into discontinuou
steady state responses; and to exhibit hysteresis or irre
ibility. There are two essential ingredients for a success
bistable switch. The first is positive feedback; the secon
some mechanism for filtering small stimuli out of the po
tive feedback loop, so that the system can have a stable
state. One way of producing a stable off-state is to have
positive feedback be relayed by a signaling protein or c
cade that exhibits a sigmoidal~ultrasensitive! stimulus-
response curve. Another way is to have the enzyme that
poses the positive feedback operating close to saturation

In addition, the kinetic properties of the forward an
back reactions must be in proper balance for a system
exhibit bistability. Increasing or decreasing the amounts
activities of various components has the potential to tur
bistable system into a monostable one, which acts more
a rheostat than a switch.

Bistable cell signaling systems appear to be respons
for the digital, all-or-none character of the action potent
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various cell fate induction processes, and progression f
one discrete phase of the cell cycle to another. Bistable
signaling systems also offer the possibility of providing
sort of biochemical memory, which may contribute to t
irreversibility of some cell differentiation processes.
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